
Choose our product

safeX™
and join the secure data exchange

The ongoing digitization leads to an increasing 
demand for crypto solutions such as encryption 
methods or electronic signature. These 
functionalities come to use in digital payment 
processes or automated invoicing processes.

The safeX™ software provides your company with 
the functionalities of encryption and electronic 
signature, and ensures secure data exchange.

Electronic signature (e-signature)
methods and cryptographic algorithms for suc-
cessful data and document processing

Secure data exchange
and safeguarding of sensitive data

safeXTM eBundle
for audit-proof archiving of your documents

safeX™ Software

Our software product family safeX™ has been developed 
to provide you with various possibilities to optimize the 
management of your financial supply chain. With our 
long-term professional expertise, safeX™ keeps growing 
and maturing according to the company-specific needs 
of our customers.

Our Solution

safeX™ offers you the successful processing of your 
documents. It allows you to sign, verify, encrypt, and 
decrypt data. Here, a secure algorithm is used for your 
sensitive data. Public Key Infrastructure is used to read 
certificates and signatures. The additional feature 
“eBundle” offers you the preparation of your docu-
ments for audit-proof archiving and reduces the print-
ing of documents. The software family is compliant to 
EU laws and current international standards, e.g. ISO, 
and offers a high reliability.



safeX™ safeXTM

functional process

Fulfilling compliance
regarding international standards, EU laws, and organi-
zational requirements

Monitoring
of the entire signing, verification, decryption, and 
encryption process

Management
of authorizations in-house

About Be

Be AG enables leading financial services organisations across 

Europe to manage the complexity of business transformation. 

We work alongside our customers to help them achieve the 

most ambitious targets: (re)designing business models, align-

ing them with regulatory and market requirements, entering 

the digital age.

We believe that success is driven by collaboration and a pas-

sion for performance. Our growing team of over 1,500 diverse, 

highly skilled specialists combines industry knowledge with 

extensive practical experience. We work with global players 

who are shaping the present and future landscape of finance. 

At Be AG, we offer our clients strategic and operational ser-

vices from management consulting to solutions development.

Why Choose Us?

Combining the comprehensive functionalities of the safeX™ 

software solution with over 22 years consulting expertise in 

the fields of payments and especially SWIFT, we are the ideal 

partner for your approach to successful document process-

ing. 

Get in Touch

 Be Shaping the Future - Financial Industry Solutions AG

 Frühlingstraße 2, D-84034 Landshut

 +49 871 27 66-0

 www.be-stf.de

 sibos@be-stf.de

Combination of information
from different business processes for increasing trans-
parency and comprehensibility


